Week 10: 30-36 months
Monday
Practical Life: Carrying a tray
x Objective: To develop control needed to balance, independence and
concentration
x Materials: A tray, non-breakable light weight jar
x Procedure: Place a jar on the tray, Lift the tray with thumbs on top and fingers
on the bottom and elbows close and not touching the body. Ask your child to
walk slowly to other end of the room.
Sensorial: Collecting nature materials
x Objective: Developing senses
x Procedure: Get outside and spend time collecting nature treasures to make a
nature sensory bin or nature sensory basket with your child. Do your best to look
for natural materials with different colors, smell and textures.
Language Arts: Reading
x Objective: Spending time reading with your little one every day is one of the best
things you can do for their development.
x Procedure: When you are choosing stories to share with your little ones look for
books with beautiful illustrations, relatable and realistic stories about every day
life.
Math: I spy shapes
x Objective: Ability to help your child observe, compare.
x Procedure: Draw different shapes on a paper and play I spy with my little eye
shapes! Allow your child to find the shape.
Science: Living and non-living
x Objective: Classifying living and non-living things
x Materials: Apple, water, a toy animal, empty box (air)
x Procedure: Create a tray with all four characteristics of living things. Teach:
o An apple represents - All living things need food
o A container represents - All living things need air
o A container filled with water represents - All living things need water
o A toy animal represents - All living things reproduce.

Tuesday
Practical Life: Opening closing containers
x Objective: Develop movements and finger muscular control needed to open and
close variety of containers, independence and concentration
x Materials: Four to six containers of different sizes and types with
corresponding tops.
x Procedure: Allow your child to find the right lid and watch as your child fits to
proper container. Does your child get the screw top flat? Can she use enough
pressure to secure a pop lid? Does the child hold the jar steady when removing
and replacing the lids?
Sensorial: Hot vs Cold
x Objective: Senses, classifying temperatures
x Materials: Two bowls, uncooked rice warmed slightly in microwave, ice cubes
x Procedure: Fill one bowl with warm rice and another bowl with ice cubes. Allow
your child to explore the two different temperatures, hot and cold.
Language Arts: Language cards
x Objective: Language development
x Materials: see attached language cards
x Procedure: Cut out language cards and have your child sort the pictures to the
proper beginning letter. Have your child sound out the first letter to better search
for the objects.
Math: Number matching
x Objective: Recognizing numbers
x Materials: Two sets of number cards (see attached)
x Procedure: Place number cards on a rug and allow your child to match the
numbers.
Science: Dissolves in water
x Objective: Understand the concept of dissolve
x Materials: Transparent containers, Sugar, pepper, sand, salt, coffee, flour
x Procedure: Add a teaspoon of whichever solid you are testing and allow your
child to see if it is dissolving or not. Works better in warm or hot water.

Wednesday
Practical Life: Scrubbing
x Objective: Development of concentration, coordination, independence
x Materials: Dish pan, Raw potato, vegetable scrub brush, dry cloth
x Procedure: Offer your child the materials and allow your child to scrub the potato
and clean up the table once your child is done.

Sensorial: Edible finger play
x Objective: Hand and eye coordination
x Materials: Yogurt, food coloring, a paper
x Procedure: Add few drops of food coloring into the plain yogurt and allow your
child to use hands to do her favorite art!!
Language Arts: Letter sound
x Objective: Learning language
x Procedure: Play phonetic I Spy game with your child saying, I spy something
starts with A ah-ah-ah (sound of the letter A) Your child can go hunt for
something sets with A (e.g.) Apple.
Math: More or less
x Objective: Concept of more and less
x Materials: Blocks
x Procedure: Make two groups of blocks one with 10 blocks and another with 4
blocks and allow you child to find which has more and which has less. Shuffle
with different numbers in groups.
Science: Sink vs Float
x Objective: Understanding the concept of float and sink.
x Materials: plastic bin, water, spoon, stick, eraser (any other items that are
around for further exploration.
x Procedure: Show your child each item and ask them, Do you think these things
will float in the water or sink to the bottom? What about this stick? Can you put it
in the water and see if it sinks or floats? Continue with each item emphasizing
which items sink and which float.

Thursday
Practical Life: Spooning grains
x Objective: Develop the skill of spooning, development of hand and coordination,
concentration
x Materials: A tray, two identical bowls, spoon, grains (rice, etc)
x Procedure: Show your child how to transfer the grains from one bowl to another
bowl using a spoon. If the grains are spilled, allow your child to pick up those
grains using fingers and put them back in the bowl. Encourage the toddler to try.
Sensorial: Colors scavenger hunt
x Objective: Identifying the colors
x Materials: Different colored construction paper
x Procedure: Place different colors of construction papers. Allow your child to find
items that matched these colors and the items must be small enough to fit on the
piece of paper.
Language Arts: Toy phone
x Objective: Language, development of vocabulary, communication
x Materials: A toy phone
x Procedure: Play with a toy telephone. Soon your child will be picking up the
phone and saying, "Hello." (pause) Start the conversation!!
Math: Counting numbers
x Objective: Number recognition, counters
x Procedure: Count strategies by slowly pointing to each object and saying the
number name.
Science: Magnetic and Nonmagnetic
x Objective: Classifying magnetic and non-magnetic things
x Materials: A magnet, A group of magnetic and non-magnetic materials.
x Procedure: Give your child a magnet and ask to touch each object to see which
attracts the magnet and which does not.

Friday
Practical Life: Slicing
x Objective: Hand and eye coordination, concentration
x Materials: A tray, butter knife, banana
x Procedure: Offer your child the materials on a table, and show your child how to
cut the banana using the butter knife. Encourage your child to try.
Sensorial: Sound shakers
x Objective: Refines auditory sense
x Materials: Small plastic jars, sugar, rice, beans
x Procedure: Shake the sound jars near the ears, and name them. See if your
child can determine what kind is inside. See the child can determine the loudest
and softest sound.
Language Arts: Letter discovering basket
x Objective: Developing language skills.
x Materials: Things or toys that starts with same letter.
x Procedure: Gather a few items that starts with the same letter sound and place
them in a basket for your child to explore. For example, a bell, banana, baby doll,
and book could live in a Letter B discovery basket.
Math: Post it number line
x Objective: Visualizing numbers
x Materials: Post-it notes, butcher paper, marker, pain e tape or masking tape
x Procedure: Roll out the butcher paper onto the wall. Secure with pain e tape.
Draw a horizontal line across the paper. Write numbers from 1 to 20 on the postit notes using marker. Allow your child to stick the numbers on the line in order.
Encourage them to recount the numbers each time in order to figure out what
comes next.
Science: Light vs Heavy
x Objective: classifying the objects light and heavy
x Materials: Smalls stone, leaf, feather, big shells,
x Procedure: Give a presentation to your child sorting things heavy on one side
and things light the other side. Allow your child to touch and feel. Encourage
them to try it.
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